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Got to Have High Hopes
Hope is the light in all of us that
rages on to give us a shining
glimmer of what we can do, and
who we can become. Hope may
be hard to find at the moment,
but it's part of our shared
humanity, it keeps us looking
toward a brighter future, and
feels more essential than ever
before.
Some ways to cultivate hope
include
seeking
inspiration,
surrounding
yourself
with
positivity and positive people,
getting
involved
in
your
community, and finding things
both big and small to celebrate
in your life. Regardless of what
you're facing, what you see on
the news, or how dire your
circumstances may seem at the
moment, hope can not only help
you survive, but thrive.

When you hold onto hope, you
begin to understand that you are
part of a greater narrative that
includes global, local, and
personal experiences of joy and
suffering. Simply put, hope
brings
perspective.
It
can
sustain you during the hard
times and bring even more
fulfillment to the good ones.
Through your setbacks and
comebacks, always hold on to
hope.

"Hope is
the
heartbeat
of your
soul."

The Chair View
And all the lives we ever lived and all the lives to be
are full of trees and changing leaves…
--Virginia Woolf
Welcome to the October edition of the Health &
Wellness Newsletter!
Autumn has always been my favorite season. The
crisp fall air, the fantastic colors, football season,
and
two
of
my
favorite
holidays
are
included! Throw in fresh apples and lots of candy
and sign me up.
This autumn is certainly different with a
challenging start to our school year and a fall sports
season unlike any in history. But we of Spotswood
REC are committed to bringing you recreational
opportunities to meet these unique times. We hope
you will take advantage of our October offerings,
like our first ever Drive-In Movie, our Pumpkin
Patch, and the Halloween RECtacular.
Please come along with REC, as together, like the
leaves, we show our colors and dance to the wind.
Spotswood Strong!
Rich O’Brien
Chairperson
Spotswood REC
Reaching Every Citizen

Stay Connected To Us...

Website:
www.spotswoodboro.com/recreation
Virtual REC At Home Center:
www.spotswoodboro.com/virtual-rec-home
Facebook:
Spotswood Recreation
E-mail: spotswoodrec@spotswoodboro.com
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Focus on Family
Now more than ever, families are our primary pillar
of support in our lives. Building and strengthening a
strong family connection is a valuable investment
that can sometimes be a challenge, but is always a
rewarding experience. Scheduling fun, stress-free,
and tech-free times as a family is a great way to
improve our overall mental and emotional health.
Family bonding time helps build confidence,
teaches children about interacting with others, and
creates wonderful memories that last a lifetime.
Putting down the phone and stepping away from the
computer are great ways to carve out some daily
time with the family.
Fall is the perfect opportunity to plan some fun,
family, and festive activities. Whether it is baking
an apple pie, jumping into a pile of leaves, or
decorating a pumpkin together, there's no better
moment than the present to get started.

Be Kind to Your Mind
October 10th is World Mental Health Day. The day is globally observed for mental health
education, awareness, and advocacy. The goal is to not only help raise mental health awareness,
but to give all of us ways that we can contribute to ensure that people dealing with mental health
problems can live better lives with dignity. Mental health is more important today than ever
before. The focus remains on growth in key areas such as identifying potential problems, sharing
our struggles, and receiving proper treatment.
Some ways to observe World Mental Health Day include open communication with family and
friends when you aren't feeling quite right, practicing self-care, and reaching out to those in need.
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Parenting in Uncertain Times
How We Can Teach Resilience
By Nancy Torchiano
Parenting is not an easy job, no matter what’s going on in the world--add a pandemic into the mix
and our job as parents becomes even more challenging, because, in many cases, we’re learning to
cope with our own emotions in these uncertain times. Stress, anger, frustration, sadness--if
you’re like me, you’ve moved through each of these emotions at some point during the last six
months. These feelings are natural and to be expected under the circumstances--it only becomes
a problem if we become “stuck” and struggle to move forward. If you’re feeling overwhelmed,
don’t hesitate to reach out for support from friends, family, your doctor, or a mental health
professional.
Children can also struggle with these same emotions, sometimes mirroring a parent’s own
feelings. While it’s important to be honest with children about the impact of a life event such as
the pandemic, we must also consider the developmental age of the child and frame the
information in a way that makes it easier for them to understand and digest. Remember, the way
the message is delivered is as important as the words you use. If you’re upset and emotional
when talking to your child, or they hear you upset talking to others, they will mirror those
feelings. They are looking to you for reassurance. You are the safety net for your child--you can
help them bounce back from overwhelming feelings by teaching resilience.
Resilience is a learned life skill that helps children cope with adversity, stress, challenges,
failure, or even trauma. Resilience is not something children are born with, it’s something that is
nurtured and developed. Resilience is an important skill to learn because life is peppered with
adversity--whether perceived or real. It’s important for children to build a toolbox of resources to
cope with the detours, potholes, and roadblocks that are part of life’s journey.
Researchers Cahill, Beadle, Farrelly, Forster, & Smith (2014) have found that there are many
factors of resilience. Resilience can be seen as a combination of social competence, optimism and
hope, purpose, an attachment to family, school, friends, problem-solving skills, an effective
coping style, and a positive self-image.
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So how do you teach or nurture resilience? The American Psychological Association recommends
ten tips for building resilience in children which are highlighted below (Resilience guide for
parents and teachers. (n.d.). American Psychology Association. Retrieved August 26, 2020, from
https://www.apa.org/topics/resilience-guide-parents):

1. Make connections - Teach your child the importance of connecting with family, peers, and
friends.
2. Help your child by helping them to help others - Volunteer—Children can feel empowered by
helping others.
3. Maintain a daily routine - Providing routines can be comforting to children.
4. Take a break - Validate all feelings and give children unstructured time to be creative.
5. Teach your child self-care - Teach about the importance of eating right, exercising, rest, and
participating in things that bring them joy.
6. Move toward goals - Help your child to set small achievable goals.
7. Nurture a positive self-view - Help your children learn to trust themselves to solve problems and
make appropriate decisions. Remind them how they have successfully handled hardships in the
past.
8. Keep things in perspective and maintain a hopeful outlook - An optimistic outlook can enable
children to see the good things in life and help to keep them going even in the hardest times.
9. Look for opportunities for self-discovery - Tough times are often when children learn the most
about themselves. Help them reflect on what they have learned when coping with challenging
situations.
10. Accept change - Help your child to see that change is part of life and goals can be fluid.

If you find your child is ‘stuck’ and can’t move past feeling overwhelmed or anxious, is unable to
find joy, and/or loses hope, please make sure that you reach out to someone who can help--a
school psychologist, counselor, or other mental health professional. If you need help finding
support, reach out to your child’s school for guidance. You and your child are not alone. We are
here to help!
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Through the Eyes of a Child
By Jennifer Asprocolas
Hope. A small but powerful word. One that we have used in so many different contexts throughout
the course of our lives. “I hope it doesn’t rain today.” “I hope the Giants win this Sunday.” “I hope
2021 is better than 2020.”
Hope, like love, is a powerful force. Some may say the most powerful force in the world. Our
children are naturally born with a sense of hope and wonder - from making wishes on a star to
believing in super powers, anything is possible through the eyes of a child. In a lot of ways, we can
learn from our children just as they learn from us.
The thing about hope is that it must be cultivated. It can easily be crushed, especially in difficult
times. Sometimes, in fact, you have to work to maintain hope. Now, more than ever, we need to
grow gardens of hope in our children.
Here’s how you can foster a culture of hope in your child:
Flip the Conversation - This year, we find ourselves making sacrifices left and right. A missed birthday party.
A cancelled dance class. Flip the conversation for your child. Rather than focusing on what your family can’t do,
focus on what you get to do. Model positivity in your child and focus on the “silver linings” that 2020 has brought
you and your family.
Imagination and Creativity - A little imagination can go a long way. We know that mask wearing has become
a part of our new norm along with regular temperature checks and hand washing. Rather than making this a
chore for our children, infuse a little imagination and fun. With imagination, a mask could be the newest
accessory to your child’s superhero ensemble. Make hand hygiene a fun activity - who can make the most
bubbles while washing their hands?
Volunteer - Did you ever wonder why it feels so good to help others? It actually has to do with your brain and
chemicals. When you volunteer, your brain produces “feel good chemicals” such as dopamine. In this time of
need, what a better way to help yourself and others by volunteering? Why not take the time to clean out the
cupboards and take donations to a food pantry?
You will find that as you share your own hope with others, your hope will grow as well. In many
ways, this year we are living the pages of a history book yet to be written. Sixty years from now,
our children will tell the story; the story of 2020. It is a story that undoubtedly is filled with
challenges and struggles. But it is also a story that has the potential to be filled with happy
memories and great triumphs. It is a story with an author - that author is you. And how will we
rewrite the story in the eyes of our children? It only takes a little hope.
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Senior Strength
By Donna Faulkenberry

HOPE IN OLDER ADULTS
The role of Hope in subsequent health and well-being for older adults: An outcome-wide
longitudinal
approach
is
a
study
led
by
researchers
affiliated
with
the Human Flourishing Program at Harvard University’s Institute for Quantitative Social Science,
and co-authored by Everett Worthington, Ph.D., emeritus Commonwealth Professor in
the Department of Psychology in VCU’s College of Humanities and Sciences. Its conclusions are
helpful in determining quality of life as we get older.
As people age, there is a definite shift in the type of hope they experience. Younger adults mostly
experience hope as a feeling of being able to affect change and having many ways to do so. Being
hopeful includes staying resilient in order to use the right strategy at the right time to achieve
goals.
In older people (this study started with people age 66 and looked at them over time) many of the
obstacles are insolvable—health challenges that cannot be cured and can only be managed; losses
of significant people; the loss of social networks, especially as people retire; and the loss of
functioning, mobility, and therefore, freedom. They need the type of hope that allows them to
persevere even when they do not think the challenges can be met effectively.
So what do we do to foster this hope? Practicing resilience and staying mentally flexible are
key. Also, we need sources of strength that help us persevere. Things like:
Stable romantic and family relationships
Good friends and support networks
Community support including senior centers
Religion and religious communities
Habits that keep us physically active
Even during these challenging times, these sources can be found if you seek them. Please reach out
to us at the Spotswood Office on Aging so we can help you cultivate hope.
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Bad Mood Busters
No matter who you are or where you are, bad moods can happen to the best of us. It should
come as no surprise that bad moods are even more common during a global pandemic. While
we can't always control the emotions that come up in us, what we can control is how we react
to them.
Next time you feel yourself starting to shift to the dark side, here are some ways to help bust
your bad mood, and fast!

STOP, DROP, AND MEDITATE

Inhale for a count of 5 seconds. Hold your breath for 5 seconds.
Exhale for 5 seconds. Repeat for about 1 minute. Connecting to
your breath helps calms you down and changes your mood
quickly.

BE OF SERVICE TO SOMEONE

We all have family and friends that we can support. Check in on
them and ask how you can help them. Within minutes, you will
get out of a bad mood because you are no longer focusing on
yourself, your own ego, or all of the things you think you need.
Instead, you'll redirect your focus on how you can be of service to
someone else.

REFRAME YOUR THOUGHTS

In any given moment you can choose to see a situation beyond
what is currently happening. Whenever we're in a bad mood, a lot
of that mood is created by the stories we tell ourselves and let
manifest in our minds. In that moment, we can choose to go
deeper down that dark road, or we can choose to redirect. Make
an effort to stay connected to a good thought, and choose that
high-vibe feeling. Catch yourself when you get caught up in a bad
mood, and choose again.
Try repeating some of these positive affirmations:
I choose to see peace instead of this.
I choose to feel better now.
I choose to let go and set myself free.
Any type of affirmation that uses the word "choose" empowers
you because it reminds you that you have the power to choose
your own happiness, and that your happiness is a choice that you
make in any given moment.
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